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Dear parents

What a term it has been! From our Upper Sixth pupils, who

are receiving offers from universities around the world, to

our Little Owls, who have performed in their first Nativity;

our children end the term smiling with pleasure at what

they have achieved.

This week has reflected a busy term and to see so many

parents at the various end of term events has been a joy. Whilst

we could not share refreshments at the Carol Services, we

could share pride in what our children have achieved. The

Choirs in both the Senior and Prep School have excelled. We

have not heard them sing to an audience for too long and in

recent weeks, I have enjoyed watching them immensely.

Whether it be enjoying our pupils performing in Lisvane Hall,

watching pupils perform on the pitch or visiting lessons, where I

see confident children with a love of learning; we end the term

bursting with pride. We are a happy school, a family school and

I am amazed that a school of our size is able to excel in all

these areas. To see how much money has been raised for

charities, reflects people who think of others and are supported

by colleagues who are full of kindness.

In the press this week I have read various articles which say

how far children are behind in schools. They often write about

academics and how they are not prepared for examinations.

The pandemic has certainly had an effect on our children but we

have staff who will always go the extra mile, children who

continue to show a love of reading and we will ensure they are

ready for the challenges they will face.

We have more children singing in the choir, playing sport, taking

part in the play, enjoying LAMDA and leading events to raise

awareness or money for various charities. They have missed

out on too many things and they are determined to make up for

lost time. We have to ensure they get the highest grades

possible but we also have to prepare students for life outside the

classroom. It is why I am incredibly proud of our pupils.

Prizegiving Day highlighted how much our children do, the

opportunities they receive and each day when I see our children

arrive with a musical instrument, a hockey stick and of course

their school bag; it reminds me of why they are true all-rounders

who are making the best of every opportunity.
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I receive daily reminders that this is not the case across the

country and the world. Even where restrictions no longer exist,

children are not singing or playing with their friends and we

see events being cancelled too easily. It makes me sad to

see relatives of my own who no longer sing in the choir or play

sport like they did before the pandemic began. We will not let

this happen to our pupils and I hope the politicians have read

the same articles I have about the impact this pandemic has

had on children.

Please forgive me for ending with sport but we say goodbye

today to Mr Cunningham, our much loved Director of Sport. In

January I will write about his replacement. For now, I want to

thank a passionate teacher who leaves the College, although I

am pleased to announce he will still be coaching hockey to our

teams next term. National Champions for Equestrian, the last

eight in the country for Hockey, an unbeaten 1st XI Hockey

and the last 16 for Rugby are just some of the achievements

this term.

I feel honoured to be Head of this great school and I thank you

all for a year where we have thrown ourselves at challenges

with true Yorkshire Grit. As I said on Prizegiving Day, I might

be the 13th Head but I certainly do not feel like an unlucky

one. Merry Christmas from Helen, Georgina, Amelia and I. I

look forward to seeing you in 2022.

Guy Emmett

Headmaster



In this edition of The Owl, we check in on two of our leavers. Botond left Scarborough College in 2017 having

obtained enough points for his Law Degree at University College London. James recently completed a

placement year at AlpsAlpine Research and Development in Stuttgart.

CHECKING BACK IN… BOTI PINTER AND JAMES ROBERTSON 

During my 3 years at UCL I was lucky enough to participate in a multitude of teams and

societies, including the university football team, varsity mooting and debating teams, and

of course attending UCL’s law society’s events. Through networking events at UCL I had

the chance to meet many legal professionals and managed to undertake work experience

in a number of local courts as well as visits to the Supreme Court and the Royal Courts of

Justice.

I was initially more interested in pursuing a career in governance and politics and interned

for Lord Storey and Robert Goodwill MP at the Palace of Westminster in my first year.

However, after really coming to love law itself I decided to follow a different path. I found

that my talent and passion was in legal litigation. Finally, I graduated UCL with a 2.1 in

Summer 2020.

Once I had finished my undergraduate degree, I wanted to specialise in an area of law

that I would not only be good at but also love doing. I chose Sports Law and my journey

took me to Spain, to Universidad Europea de Madrid, where I completed a one-year

master’s in International Sports Law (LLM) and graduated top of the class with distinction.

Unlike a conventional masters, I chose this degree because it was taught by practitioners

rather than academics. I was fortunate in being taught by leading professionals and

having had the opportunity to get to know them, I managed to build an extensive network

in the sector. I was even able to do an internship with Real Madrid CF. Once that

finished, I was invited to work at Sportia Law, a boutique sports law firm in Madrid.

Botond Pinter with Emilio Butragueno

Since May, I have been working at Sportia where international arbitral litigation is my job. I mostly represent football players in

employment related disputes and carry out advocacy before dispute resolution chambers such as the FIFA Football Tribunal and

the Court of Arbitration for Sports in Lausanne, Switzerland. In January 2022 I will be moving to Barcelona to begin work at Pinto

Ruiz & Del Valle, a large sports law specialist firm. My plan is to stay with them until the summer and then move back to England

to complete the Legal Practitioners Course (LPC) and undertake a training contract with a commercial law firm in London in order

to qualify as a solicitor.

James Robertson

With the academic year coming back around, I have reflected on my past placement year at AlpsAlpine R&D, Stuttgart. Due to

the pandemic circumstances the year was often steered in certain undesirable directions. This was, as for everyone, out of

anyone’s control and would change regularly. Overviewing the situation and making a plan with what could be controlled became

very useful to myself. Quick but adaptable decisions were a key aspect of organising the logistics for the placement year.

Following the understandable decision for the university not to support international placement years due to the pandemic, I must

give a large thank you to AlpsAlpine, who still proceeded to offer the placement, fantastic assistance to sort everything out and the

setup of an interruption of studies got the year underway!

I feel that out of all years, this last year has been the most experience enriched, eye-opening, worthwhile year full of learning

curves, effort and reward. I could not have anticipated I would learn so much in this amount of time, and in areas that I would

never imagine. From the academic side and the dynamics of how an international company functions to the fact of living and

working in a foreign country and meeting nationalities from every corner of the world with different cultures, languages, and

experiences to share.

Throughout my year I have had close work with implementing and testing the Amazon Alexa functionality in a voice-controlled

infotainment add-on product. This involved very regular contact with Amazon in the USA as well as partner companies in Korea

and China and illustrated the importance of clear communication for the new developments to correctly correspond to the issues

faced and align with the Amazon certification requirements. I now look forward to getting stuck into my third and final year of

Acoustic and Audio Engineering being back at Salford University!



Following their success in Mathematics classes and previous

Maths challenges; Max Stone, Freya Hall and Ebin Kurian have

been taking part in the UKMT Mentoring programme this term.

This has meant working independently on some demanding

problems each week and discussing the progress with Mr

Vickery. The three students have found the problem set suitably

challenging and developed a range of strategies for solving

unfamiliar problems.

If any other Key Stage 3 students would like to complete this

additional work then they should speak to their Mathematics

teacher or Mr Vickery.

YEAR FOUR CHRISTMAS POETRY

VERSE & PROSE PREP SCHOOL

Cold night,

Snow white.

Christmas spirits merry,

Adults drinking sherry.

In the morning children rush,

Parents telling them to shush.

When they get to the Christmas tree,

Immediately open the presents with glee.

Christmas dinner at noon,

The children eating with a spoon.

Great excitement of the day,

Suddenly the children run off to play!

In the evening kids moan,

"It's too early to go to bed," they drone.

Contradicting all they said,

Sleepily they go to bed.

By Emily Volkova

MATHS - UKMT MENTORING SCHEME

RAINBOW CENTRE DONATIONS
The college has had a long association with Rainbow

Centre. 2021 has again been a very difficult time for all

charities. This is especially true in the case of the

Rainbow Centre.

Mr Wilson and the students' Charities Committee wrapped up

175 (!) presents (too many to fit under the tree this time) and

pupils, parents and staff managed to raise £1,842, which is

more than twice as much as last year.

On behalf of Mr Wilson, Trish Kinsella and the pupils

represented in the Scarborough College Charities Committee,

we would like extend a heartfelt thank-you for your generous

donations this year. We are sure you will have made a lot of

children in Scarborough and its surrounding communities very

happy this Christmas

VECTORS FOR UNIVERSITIES

Mrs Colbourne has been working weekly with Year 13 students on

the Vectors for universities course. This course is for students

either applying to the German universities to meet the allgemeine

Hochschulzugangsberechtigung criteria or for students applying to

universities elsewhere who want to boost their Standard Level

Mathematics.



UKMT MENTORING SCHEME – YOU HAVE A GO

How well do you think you’d do with some of the questions Ebin, Freya and Max have been working on? Mr Vickery has

kindly shared some of these questions for you to have a go! Please send in your answers to Mr Vickery.

1. Pythagoras was born in the year 569 BCE (approximately) What is the 569th letter in the sequence

ABCDEDCBABDEDCBABDEDCBABDEDCBAB……..

2. To make ‘short’ pastry one used flour to fat (butter,margarine etc) in the ratio 2:1. To make ‘flaky’ pastry requires a ratio of 4:3.

I have 3kg of flour and 2kg of fat and wish to use all the ingredients to make some of each type of pastry. How much flaky pastry

do I make?

3. Construct a sequence of five different single digit positive integers a,b,c,d,e so that:

b divides into a+b but a does not divide into a+b;

c divides into a+b+c but a and b do not do so;

d divides into a+b+c+d but a,b and c do not do so;

e divides into a+b+c+d but a,b,c,d do not do so;

This term 9 students in Year 11 have been studying elements of the Further Mathematics Enrichment course through an EP

session. In these sessions, students have learnt about logarithms, the binomial expansion and geometric sequences and they

have supported this work by completing additional exercises at home. This has enabled them to develop their mathematical skills

in preparation for their further studies in the IB Diploma.

Here are some questions from the course. Feel free to have a go if you need some help I am sure Konstantin Andres, Elliot

Burnley, Tamara Jacobs, Cara Lin, Lucia Peters, Jacob Taylor-Burks, Paeng Thornkue, Pun Veeraphan and Charlie Walker will

be happy to explain how to do them.

1. Solve the equation

32x - 5(3x) + 6 = 0

2. Find the 1st four terms in the expansion

(2 + 3x)12

3. Mr Vickery receives £50 for Christmas, but he wants to save up for a new £100 calculator. He puts the £50 in a savings account

that pays 2% interest per annum. After how many years will he have enough to buy the calculator?

Mrs Wentworth has been working with students in Year 7,8 and 9 on puzzles and problems through the Key Stage 3 Mathematics

club. This activity is an opportunity to engage in problems requiring logical thinking as well as numerical skills. It is a good program

for students who are enthusiastic about mathematics as well as those who want to boost their maths skills.

Christmas trees are planted in a rectangular array of 10 rows and 12 columns. The farmer chooses the shortest tree in each of the

columns and then marks the tallest of these 12 shortest trees with a letter A. Then the farmer chooses the tallest tree from each of

the rows and marks the shortest of these 10 tallest trees with a letter B. Which is the taller tree, A or B?

YEAR 9 MATHS ENRICHMENT

KEY STAGE 3 MATHEMATICS CLUB

A FESTIVE MATHS PROBLEM



UTALK LANGUAGE CHALLENGE IN THE PREP SCHOOL

uTalk Language Games are an award-winning

competition that has helped more than 25,000

pupils discover how easy it can be to learn a new

language. uTalk features an amazing 140 different

languages for children to learn.

Well done to all the pupils across the Prep School for

scoring 1500 points or more in their uTalk Challenge

this term. During the course of the past weeks, they

have been studying up to 30 different topics of

French.

During the Spring Term, pupils are going to have the

opportunity to study Spanish. For the Summer Term,

the uTalk team will select a ‘mystery’ language. This

mystery language will be available to those pupils who

score high enough to be selected to compete on a

national level.

THE BUSIEST YORKSHIRE GRIT PROGRAMME EVER

The Autumn Term of 2021 has seen the

busiest Yorkshire Grit programme ever.

With the largest intake of students since

the programme began, we have seen the

introduction of new activities such as Krav

Maga and a range of new activities at

Wykeham including wake boarding and

sailing.

Unfortunately due to Covid 19 we have not

been able to include some past favourites like

scuba diving but we have added a new

community project, which has involved

students learning sign language to make

Christmas lip sync videos for the deaf and

producing memory boxes to be delivered to

help less unfortunate and older members of

our community, who have suffered with

loneliness and mental illness due to the

repeated lockdowns and the need to self

isolate.

Students have also worked on navigation,

walking and map reading in preparation for

starting the Duke of Edinburgh Award in year

9.

As the spring term looms, we will be working

with our local partners Surfers Against

Sewage to maintain the beautiful Yorkshire

coastline as well as a carousel of other

activities including kick boxing, climbing, Krav

Maga, golf and gym classes.



VISUAL ART – SPOTLIGHT ON LILLY KLEINE LASTHUES

Lilly Kleine-Lasthues joined Scarborough College from her native Germany in September and since then has made a real splash

in the Art Department. Working from a base of very little experience, she has quickly developed a formidable range of skills. Mr

Sutcliffe says, “We can’t claim that much credit for what she’s produced. She’s had some lessons and been given the

opportunity to develop. Many of the materials that we use, tend to take some time to acclimatise to, but each seems to bring out

the best in her”. A lot of the overseas pupils don’t get the opportunity to do a lot of art back home, so for them, coming into the

Art Department gives them a chance to find out what they never knew they had in them. It is certainly the case with Lilly.
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DUKE OF EDINBURGH’S BRONZE

Many congratulations to another group of pupils who have completed their Bronze Duke of Edinburgh Award:

Shalom Ajayi

Kate Barker

Sibelle Baz

Toby Borthwick

Daniel Pinkney

Matilda Stringer

Sienna Watts

Yoyo Wang

LAMDA

Entry Level Award in Performance Acting Entry Level Solo: Oliver Dean with Distinction and Romano Diaz with Merit.

Acting Award in Performance Grade 1 Solo: Harry Robinson and Natasha Sutcliffe both with Distinction and Maisie Thomson with

Merit.

Acting Grade 1 Combined, all with Distinction, Isabel Day, Isabelle Hall, Harry Hutchinson, Max Marshall and Musical Theatre Grade

1 Solo also with Distinction Joseph Duffy.

Acting Award in Performance Grade 2 Solo with Distinction, Rebecca Mortimer, Duo, both with Distinction Daisy Garnett Jenkins and

Yasmin Walker.

Award in Musical Theatre Grade 2 Solo with Merit, Hannah Smith and Award in Communication Speaking Verse and Prose Grade 2,

Harry Hutchinson with Merit and Max Marshall with Distinction.

Acting Award in Performance Grade 3 Combined Toby Borthwick and Mollie Mainprize with Merit and Freya Clarkson-Hall, Aishani

Datt, Atty D’Arcy and Tom Hiley all with Distinction.

Award in Musical Theatre Grade 3 Solo with Merit Joseph Swann, Emma Guthrie with Distinction and Speaking Verse and Prose

Grade 3 with Distinction Joseph Duffy and Harry Robinson.

Acting Award in Performance Grade 4 Solo with Merit, Cara Lin and with Distinction, Joseph Swann and Roberta Watts.

Acting Award in Performance Grade 4 Duo with Distinction Emma Guthrie and Hannah Smith.

Award in Communication Speaking Verse and Prose Grade 4 with Merit Ben Guthrie and with Distinction, Freya Clarkson-Hall,

Aishani Datt and Roberta Watts.

Award in Musical Theatre Grade 4 Solo with Merit Delilah D’Arcy and with Distinction, Harris Atkinson and Toby McTurk and Acting

Award in Performance Grade 5 Solo with Distinction, Harris Atkinson, Combined with Distinction Delilah D’Arcy and Toby McTurk.

Speaking in Public Grade 5 with Distinction Harry Cammish and Musical Theatre Grade 5 also with Distinction, Sienna Watts.

Many congratulations for achieving Level 3 Acting Grade 6 Duo Certificate in Performance with Bronze Medal:

Beth Hiley

Bella Holdsworth

Isabella Tyson

And for achieving Level 3 Speaking in Public Grade 6 Certificate in Communication with Bronze Medal:

Alfie Wood

We would also like to congratulate and send our best wishes to Delilah D’Arcy who has been cast in ‘Scrooge’ which will be played in

Malton starting on Saturday. And finally, there is a Headmaster’s Commendation awarded for consistently excellent performance in

LAMDA, nominated by Mrs Pears, for Max Marshall.
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MATHS CHALLENGE

Bronze Certificates go to:

Matthew Barker

Hugh Blyth

Tenten Chiemchanya

Daria Karmazin

Eve Naylor

Ivan Papichev

Veronika Ruzickova

Spencer Shipley

Daniel Winter

Silver Certificates go to:

Jonty Cawkwell

Mariya Grynevych

Idea Mohamed Khan

Tyler Nguyen

Nick Prandini

Henry Tse

Gold and Best in School goes to Edward Burnley

MUSIC

Music

ABRSM (certificates to follow next term)

Colette Swiers Deleau. Viola Grade 2, Passed with merit

Libby Robson, Singing Grade 4, Passed with Merit

Sienna Watts, Piano grade 5, Passed

Flora Thornton Saunby, Flute Grade 5, Passed

Harris Atkinson, Singing, Grade 5, Passed with Merit

Many congratulations, once again, to Sarah King on her selection to the National Children’s Orchestra of Great Britain on violin.

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE

In ESL, Mrs Gething has been particularly impressed with Konstantin who has shown an excellent can-do attitude and has always

been so helpful and in Year 13 Melina deserves recognition for her concerted effort, being hard-working which is reflected in the

progress she has made.

For Economics, Leonie Kern, Mariya Grynevych and Tyler Ngyuen all deserve a special mention for going above and beyond in

Economics projects. In Year 12 Kate and Dasha have also produced excellent presentations and class work this term.

MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES

Pupils of the Month:

Year 7: Lily-Mae Hirst - Zac Alessio

Year 8: Kiara Heron - Max Marshall

Year 9: Graci Wood - Abi Watt - Charlie Sutcliffe

Year 10: Hannah Smith - Yoyo Wang - Tom Hazledine - Rufus Pollard

Year 11: Lucia Peters - Harry Cammish - Jacob Taylor-Burks

Sixth Form: Amelie Steinheber - Karla Franjcec - Kate Pakhomova - Nick Prandini - Emily Hazledine - Lucía Samper Ibars

Headmaster’s Commendations:

Elliot Burnley - incredible effort and work in French and Spanish speaking exams

Emilie Wetzig - outstanding achievement in German Literature examination and English at IB.

Leonie Kern - outstanding effort in German and Spanish Ab Initio
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SPORT

There has been plenty of individual success on the Cross Country circuit this term with a good number of pupils selected for the

District team: Lily-Mae Hirst, Pippa Lucas, Amber Scott, Mia Longman, Jemima Clements, Ben Guthrie, Max Marshall and Ozzy

Stringer - all of whom are to receive a Headmaster’s Commendation.

Many congratulations to all our Netball trialists who successfully achieved District selection:

U14 Kate Swiers, Amber Scott and Mia Longman

U16 Kate Barker, Lucy Barker, Issy Tyson, Sibelle Baz and Beth Hiley

U19 Tilly Marley, Emily Hazledine and Erin Smith

In addition, the following girls have been selected for the u13 and u15 District Hockey team:

U13 Lily-Mae Hirst, Maisie Thompson, Isabella Jackson, Ginny Pattison, Imogen Melling and Lily Smith

U15 Fran Hudson, Mia Longman, Livvy Miners, Robin Pattison, Jess Taylor, Graci Wood, Jemima Clements and Bobby Watts

Many congratulations to Tommy Risker who not only represents Yorkshire in Golf but has trained with the England u18 squad.

Together with Jack Carney and Josh Beecroft, the Golf Team enjoyed a good run in the ISGA competition before some dubious

tactics by Worksop College saw them fall to defeat in the semi-final of the North East Area section.

Our Equestrian team are 105 showjumping team National Champions. A massive well done to our team, Tom Easterby, Tilly Marley

and Lily Blythe and, in addition, we have once again successfully qualified for the Schools National Finals in Windsor.

HOCKEY

Our U12 and U13 Girls’ Hockey played many fixtures during the course of the term with each team achieving their own successful

moments. The highlight of the season saw the U12s earn a 2nd place finish at the County competition and the U13s enjoyed a

successful tour to Edinburgh which included a high scoring win over Inverleith Hockey Club with the match ending 9 - 8 in favour of

Scarborough College.

The U14s continued to impress throughout the season as a successful District and County campaign saw them compete at North-

East Hockey festival, narrowly missing out on The North of England competition after a nail-biting game against Ripon Grammar

went into penalty flicks. The U15 Girls played an exciting brand of Hockey throughout the season with the highlight being a 7-0

victory over local rivals Pocklington.

Our U16s have represented The College with great pride over the course of the season in the National England Schools’

Competitions. Victories over Pocklington, Queen Ethelburga’s, Stonyhurst and Denstone College means the U16 team have secured

a place in the final 8 in the country. If they claim victory in their next round they will qualify for the National Finals. The U16 Girls’

Hockey team will travel down to Repton School in January to compete in the England Hockey School’s Super 6’s National Indoor

Final. We wish them the best of luck as they compete with some of the best schools in the country.

The 1st XI Girls Hockey continued on a successful campaign. They officially finished the season undefeated with victories in all their

matches and just one solitary draw. The 2nd XI Girls walked away with the most successful season in years as they claimed more

victories than any other 2nd XI Girls’ teams in the past 6 years!

RUGBY

Our U12, U13 and U14 Boys’ Rugby enjoyed a mixed season of results but a successful year of development and learning. The

U12s highlight of the season came from a 60-20 win over Aysgarth. The U13s also enjoyed a tour to Edinburgh as they tested their

skills against new opponents but the success of the season saw a double header win over Ampleforth and Ardvreck on a chilly

Saturday in October. The U14s felt the full blow of Covid with some games being called off. However, a convincing victory against

Cundall Manor midway through the term saw hopes lifted and encouraging signs of quality rugby.

The U15 Boys’ rugby team have continued another fine run in the England Schools’ Rugby Cup. Victories over Pocklington,

Ampleforth and Ripon Grammar School have seen the team enter the final 32 stage in the Vase Cup competition. Today they have

travelled across the Pennines to play Hutton Grammar School and we eagerly await the news of the result.

Our senior U16 and 1st XV Rugby have enjoyed one of the busiest Senior Rugby seasons in recent years. A mixed year of wins and

losses with the highlight being a 38-0 victory over Ampleforth and closely contested 14-7 victory over Hull Collegiate for our U16s in

the Yorkshire White Rose Cup.
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FOOTBALL

Our Senior Boys’ Football, under new management of Mr ‘Ole Gunnar’ Davies has seen great development this term. The season

started with an agonising defeat to Caedmon College but safe to say that it is where the upsets ended. They currently find

themselves on a winning streak with recent victories over Scarborough Sixth Form and Fulneck School.

PLAYERS OF THE SEASON

Girls hockey

U12: Pippa Lucas

U13: Ginny Pattison

U14: Amber Scott

U15: Emma Guthrie and Lucy Russell

Senior 1st XI: Eve Naylor

Senior 2nd XI: Aurelia Weller

Goalkeeper’s award: Lena Graf and Sibelle Baz

Full Colours: Eve Naylor and Amelia Holdsworth

Half Colours: Erin Smith

YOUNG PLAYER OF THE SEASON: NICOLA KEULDER

Boys rugby

U12: Monty Hill

U13: Ben Crick

U15: Rufus Pollard

Senior 1st XV: Tom Pick

Half Colours: Edward Burnley, James Jennings, Jonty Cawkwell, Tom Pick and Chris Hartley

YOUNG PLAYERS OF THE SEASON: OSCAR PYE (U15), JACOB TAYLOR-BURKS (1ST XV) AND CHRIS HARTLEY (1ST XV)

Boys football

Senior: Lewis Porter

YOUNG PLAYER OF THE SEASON: CORD BROCKHOFF

Cross country

Junior girl: Lily-Mae Hirst

Junior boy: Ben Guthrie

Intermediate girl: Amber Scott

Intermediate boy: Charlie Sutcliffe

Senior girl: Jemima Clements

Senior boy: Cord Brockhoff

MOST IMPROVED PLAYERS OF THE SEASON

Girls hockey: Ruby Smith, Issy Hall, Star Hall, Fran Hudson, Lucy Milburn, Lily Blythe, Emma Lawson and Daisy Milner

Boys rugby: Cameron Smith, Monty Burlinson, Jimmy Hobbs and Konstantin Andres
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ACADEMIC AWARDS

ATTITUDE TO LEARNING

Year 7: Gabi Cooke and Lily-Mae Hirst

Year 8: Theo Cross and Kiara Heron

Year 9: Livvy Miners, Freya Clarkson-Hall and Lois Jacobs

Year 10: Toby McTurk, Sophia Ibbott-Cook, Taptap Chiemchanya and Lucy Barker

Year 11: Tamara Jacobs, Lucia Peters, Andres Konstantin and Sienna Watts

Lower Sixth: Lucia Ibars, Sibongile Magudulela and Daria Karmazin

Upper Sixth: Melina Trierenberg, Ed Burnley and Mariya Grynevych

ATTAINMENT

Year 7: Toby Ward, Natasha Sutcliffe, Lily Penn, Zac Alessio and Mikey Mulryne

Year 8: Flora Thornton-Saunby and Hannah Kinsella

Year 9: Mia Longman, Ebin Kurian and Sarah King

Year 10: Shalom Ajayi, Sebeeka Ahmed, Kate Barker, Yoyo Wang

Year 11: Jacob Taylor-Burks, Harry Cammish and Elliot Burnley

Lower Sixth: Emilie Wetzig, Heidi Maxwell, James Jennings, Emily Hazledine, Bruna Simoes and Veronika Ruzickova

Upper Sixth: Tyler Nguyen, Chidera Olalere and Leonie Kern


